MEET THE EXPERT
The London West Alliance is pleased to invite you to
a Primary Geography CPD facilitated by

Dr Paula Owens

HOW TO MAKE PRIMARY
PUPILS THINK LIKE
GEOGRAPHERS
This workshop will explore lively and engaging ways to bring National
Curriculum Primary Geography to life for teachers in key stages 1 and
2. In this CPD, we will explore the wonder of Geography and consider
what it means to see the world through a geographical lens. We seek
to support teachers to develop knowledge rich, progressive curriculum
opportunities that promote geographical vocabulary and value
geography enquiry approaches. We will share a range of teaching
and learning ideas for developing children’s knowledge of the world,
meaningful map-making and creative fieldwork. This workshop
will include practical, hands-on ideas to foster children’s curiosity
and fascination in their local area and beyond, with attention to
geographical thinking and rigour.

This session will take place on
Wednesday 31st March 2021
From 4:00 – 6:00pm
WEBINAR

MEET THE EXPERT
The London West Alliance is pleased to invite you to
a Primary Geography CPD facilitated by

Dr Paula Owens

Paula is an independent advisor and former
curriculum development lead for the Geographical
Association (GA). She was a primary teacher for 20
years and a Deputy Head teacher with responsibility
for whole school curriculum planning, assessment,
geography, sustainability and outdoor education. She
is a Primary Geography Champion and consultant for
the GA and a fellow of the Royal Geographical Society. As a Visiting
Research Fellow at Canterbury University, her research interests
within primary senior geography include education for sustainability,
map-making and meaning, values education and critical thinking.
Cost:
u £35 for LWA members and £40.00 for other schools
u SEND TWO DELEGATES FOR £60 for LWA members
(£70.00 for other schools)
A great CPD at an amazing price!
Places must be booked in advance and the LWA will charge a £10
non-attendance fee per delegate. Tickets are transferable but nonrefundable.
To make enquiries, find out more, and book places please contact:
LWATS@lampton.org.uk

